
INTRODUCTION

Both geophysical and geochemical techniques contribute
to our understanding of the complex nature of the Earth’s
mantle, but the two sources of information provide very
different viewpoints. Most geophysical evidence provides an
instantaneous snapshot of current structure, whilst geo-
chemical evidence has much more information on age. Fur-
ther, geophysical probes are naturally integrative since they

depend on sampling by finite wavelength disturbances. Geo-
chemical probes increasingly concentrate on detailed in-
situ analysis of small samples so that they are oriented
towards highly localized variations in trace elements (or
their isotopes).

The mantle represents the silicate shell around the metallic
core of the Earth, and much of its properties will inevitably
have been strongly influenced by the complex process of
accretion of the Earth and the segregation of the core (see,
e.g., O’Neill and Palme, [1998]). The major features of man-
tle structure are presented schematically in Figure 1 with indi-
cations of the nature of the geophysical and geochemical
evidence used to constrain the behavior. Geophysical con-
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Both geophysical and geochemical results point to pervasive 3-D heterogeneity in
the Earth’s mantle. Geophysical evidence presents a snapshot of current structure,
whereas geochemical data contain important information on age. A major source of
information on heterogeneity within the Earth comes from seismic tomography,
particularly when both P and S wave data can be exploited. A powerful tool for
examining the character of heterogeneity comes from the comparison of images of
bulk-sound and shear wavespeed extracted in a single inversion, since this isolates
the dependencies on the elastic moduli. Such studies are particularly effective when
common path coverage is achieved for P and S as, e.g., when common source and
receiver pairs are extracted for arrival times of the phases. The relative behavior of
bulk-sound and shear wavespeed can provide a useful guide to the definition of
heterogeneity regimes. For subduction zones a large part of the tomographic signal
comes from S wavespeed variations, but in the upper mantle and transition zone
there can be significant bulk-sound speed contributions for younger slabs (85 Ma),
and in stagnant slabs associated with slab roll-back. The narrow segments of fast
wavespeeds in the depth range 900–1500 km in the lower mantle are dominated by
S variations, with very little bulk-sound contribution, so P images are controlled by
shear. Deep in the mantle there are many fast features without obvious association
with subduction in the last 100 Ma, which suggests long-lived preservation of com-
ponents of the geodynamic cycle. Changes in the patterns of heterogeneity occur near
1200 km and 2000 km depth in the lower mantle and indicate the complexity of
processes occurring in the current Earth.



straints are indicated with brackets and geochemical con-
straints with square brackets. Although the lower mantle has
long been supposed to have rather simple properties, there is
increasing evidence for complexity from seismic tomogra-
phy and the schematic in Figure 1 is unlikely to represent the
true variations. Some features are indicated with question
marks because there is some debate about their origins. For
example, some, but not all, subduction zones have a near hor-
izontal section in the transition zone (410–660 km depth)
which has been interpreted as representing stagnation of the
descending slab [Fukao et al., 1992]. The depth of the origin
of ocean island basalts (OIB) is also somewhat contentious and
the evidence suggesting deep mantle origins has been chal-
lenged by Anderson, [2000, 2001].

The aim of this paper is to give an overview of the current
understanding of deep Earth structure and to provide some
insights into the challenges to enhance knowledge of both
structure and processes within the Earth. 

Geophysical Probes

The dominant variation in the properties of the Earth is
with depth, with superimposed 3-D variability. The main fea-
tures in the radial structure of the Earth were understood by
the 1930’s, with the discovery of weak seismic reflections
from the inner core by Inge Lehmann. The identification of the
long-period free-oscillations of the Earth from the great

Chilean earthquake spurred an effort to develop improved
models of radial structure and this culminated in the Prelim-
inary Reference Earth Model (PREM) of Dziewonski and
Anderson [1981]. was constructed to fit both the available
observations of the frequencies of the free-oscillations of the
Earth and constraints from the times of passage of seismic
waves through the Earth.

Most of the geophysical probes for 3-D mantle structure
depend on seismological techniques and observations. Infor-
mation is available across a broad range of frequencies from
the splitting of free oscillations [e.g., Ishii and Tromp, 1999;
Kuo and Romanowicz, 2002], through waveform tomography
using long-period observations [e.g., Dziewonski and Wood-
house, 1987; Megnin and Romanowicz, 2000; Masters et al.,
2000], to the use of seismic arrival times [e.g., van der Hilst
et al., 1997; Kennett et al., 1998; Bijwaard et al., 1998; Grand,
2002]. Some recent studies, e.g., Ritsema et al., [1999]; Mas-
ters et al., [2000]; Antolik et al., [2003], use a wide range of
different types of information to try to achieve the maximum
level of sampling of the Earth’s mantle. However, such stud-
ies face the complication of assigning relative weighting to dif-
ferent classes of information and also of combining
information in different frequency bands. The properties of
higher frequency seismic energy scattered back from the man-
tle provides a different class of information and provides direct
insight into heterogeneity on small scales, typically 20 km
size or less, [e.g., Hellfrich, 2002].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of processes and structures in the Earth’s mantle, the features are drawn at approximately
true scale. The sources of available information are indicated by brackets for geophysical constraints and square brackets
for geochemical constraints.



Three-dimensional models of the variation in seismic
wavespeeds are normally displayed as deviations from a 1-D
reference model. Frequently, the way in which these models
are derived from observed data is also based on some class of
perturbative analysis from a 1-D reference model (see Kennett
[2002] for a discussion of styles of tomographic inversion).
Many studies of seismic tomography have concentrated atten-
tion on a single wavetype (particularly S). Current S images
derived from long-period seismic data (such as free oscillations,
waveforms of multiple S phases), provide good definition of
heterogeneity with horizontal scales larger than 1000 km
across the whole mantle. The model of Megnin and Romanow-
icz [2000] based on just the use of SH waves (Figure 2) rep-
resents the current capabilities of waveform inversion on a
global scale, using coupled normal modes to represent long-
period body wave phenomena.

Higher resolution can be achieved using arrival times
extracted from seismograms for both P and S waves, but at the
cost of less coverage of mantle structure. The inversion of the
arrival times of seismic phases derived from bulletin reports
indicate rapid variations in wavespeed in parts of the mantle
for both P and S.The P results are best known [e.g., van der
Hilst et al., 1997; Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000], but despite
the difficulties of picking S as a later phase the resolution of
features in shear wavespeed, such as the slabs in the lower
mantle, is good [Widiyantoro et al., 2000]. A prerequisite for
high quality imaging in tomographic inversion is multidirec-
tional sampling through any zone. The configuration of earth-
quake sources and, mostly, continental seismic stations restricts
the sampling for body waves, unless multiply reflected body
waves can be exploited. Thus, greater global coverage for S
paths has been achieved by Grand [1994, 2002] by picking the
arrival times of many different types of S phases from digital
records, using comparisons with theoretical seismograms.

In those regions where different studies have achieved a
comparable coverage, the major features of the tomographic
images are in reasonable correspondence, even though the
details vary (see, e.g., the comparisons of recent models by
Masters et al., [2000] and Grand, [2002]). The highest levels
of heterogeneity are found near the Earth’s surface and near
the core-mantle boundary (see Figure 2). More subtle fea-
tures appear in the mid-mantle, including relatively narrow
zones of elevated wavespeed that are most likely associated
with past subduction. In the uppermost mantle, the ancient
cores of continents stand out with fast wavespeeds, while the
mid-ocean ridge system and orogenic belts show slow
wavespeeds. Below 400 km depth the high-wavespeed anom-
alies are mostly associated with subduction zones; in some
regions they extend to around 1100 km depth, but in a few
cases tabular fast wavespeed structures seem to extend to
2000 km or deeper. The base of the mantle shows long-wave-

length regions of higher wavespeeds, most likely associated
with past subduction, and two major regions of slow wavespeed
beneath the central Pacific and southern Africa (see Figure
2) which may represent sites of upwelling of hotter material.

Despite recent advances in imaging the Earth’s interior,
there are still substantial gaps in our knowledge, particularly
with respect to variations in density and viscosity. Information
has been derived from tomographic images via scaling of
shear wavespeed variations and by the use of inferred flow
models. Efforts are being made to improve the situation by
exploiting a wider range of geophysical observables [e.g.,
Forte et al., 2002], but there is still little independent infor-
mation. Inversions of the splitting parameters of low frequency
normal modes, which depend on the density distributions,
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Figure 2. Maps showing the variation of shear wavespeed at depths
of 200 km, 1300 km and 2700 km for the SH model SAW24B16 of
Megnin and Romanowicz [2000] displayed as deviations from the
PREM reference model Dziewonski and Anderson, [1981].



offer the possibility of improving on scaling relations [Ishii and
Tromp, 1999; Kuo and Romanowicz, 2002; Resovsky and
Trompert, 2003].

Geochemical Probes

When we turn to geochemical issues we are faced with a
very different style of probes of the Earth in which a multiplicity
of sources of information are brought to bear on mantle struc-
ture. The diversity of the information sources means that con-
siderable specialisation is needed to undertake the complex
analyses. In consequence interpretations of the synthesis of
geochemical information can tend to be somewhat polarized [cf.
Allégre, 2002; Albaréde and van der Hilst, 2002].

Much of the variation that is encountered in geochemical
systems is likely to owe its origin to melting processes, with
consequent partitioning of species between melt and residue.
The processes of convection are expected by most workers
to enhance mixing and thus reduce variation [Davies, 1999].
Available sampling, from limited outcrop or dredge hauls in
the ocean, may tend to enhance apparent variability by nonuni-
form coverage. Much of the geochemical data indicate that the
various systems were segregated at about 1–2 Ga [Hofmann,
1997] and so the geochemical information may not reflect
the current condition of the mantle.

A wide range of radiogenic systems are used in the char-
acterization and dating of geochemical systems (see, e.g.,
Davies, [1999]). Variations in isotopic compositions pro-
vide sensitive indicators of diversity as, e.g., in the 5 (or so)
components considered to be needed to explain the patterns
in ocean-island basalts. For many geochemical systems, the
reference model is the assumed concentrations in the prim-
itive mantle [e.g., Hofmann, 1997]. The deviations from the
standard are then to be interpreted in terms of the action of
different classes of processes which control inter alia the
relative abundance of elements. Certainly the different classes
of rocks derived from the mantle show considerable variety
in elemental abundances enhanced by different degrees of
melting.

The conventional view of the mantle is that a number of
relatively distinct geochemical reservoirs with reasonably
well-defined properties can been recognized with a reasonably
well defined mean composition, even though there may be
some chemical heterogeneity, as in the case of the continen-
tal crust. For example, O’Neill and Palme, [1998] define as
reservoirs: ‘the continental crust; the sub-continental lithos-
pheric mantle; the depleted, well-stirred upper mantle, as the
source for mid-ocean-ridge basalt (MORB); the enriched, het-
erogeneous source regions for ocean-island basalt (OIB),
which may include subducted oceanic crust; and, possibly,
primitive mantle that has never been differentiated.’

The subduction process with both mass and thermal trans-
port has the potential to stir the mantle but also to leave
dregs at the base (in the D″ layer). Basalts sampled from
oceanic islands appear to sample from the base of the man-
tle, and part of this evidence comes from the properties of the
various isotopes of the noble gases. The conventional inter-
pretation based on expectations about U/Th ratios in the
deep Earth requires the presence of material in the lower
mantle with low gas loss, but degassing and depletion of
about 50% of the mass of the mantle (see, e.g., Allégre,
[2002]). An alternative viewpoint based on mixing of radi-
ogenic and non-radiogenic components in the upper man-
tle [Anderson, 2000; Meibom et al., 2003] does not require
a deep origin for the OIB material.

Synthesis of Information on the Mantle

Contrasts in physical properties are required to generate
the variations in seismic wavespeed imaged through seismic
tomography. A substantial component of such wavespeed vari-
ability can be expected to have a thermal origin, for exam-
ple, subduction of oceanic lithosphere transports mass and
injects colder material into the mantle. When changes in seis-
mic wavespeeds occur which are not purely due to thermal
effects, then it is likely that the major element chemistry of the
materials is changed. The influence of compositional variation
appears to be most significant at both the top of the mantle in
the continental lithosphere and in the Dzone just above the
core-mantle boundary. Geochemical probes concentrate on
minor element tracers, and as a result there does not have to
be a simple relation between geophysical images of wavespeed
heterogeneity and geochemical reservoirs.

Both geophysical and geochemical evidence requires the
presence of 3-D heterogeneity permeating the mantle. But,
we are still faced with the question of the significance of the
patterns of heterogeneity. We anticipate that they will change
with time driven by thermal processes in the mantle, but could
the small-scale components be chemical remnants? There is
strong spatial variation in the mantle imaged by, e.g., seismic
tomography but how can we link this to time? Geochemical
observations provides some help particularly when consid-
ered in connection with modeling of thermochemical con-
vection in the mantle (see, e.g., van Keken et al., [2002];
Tackley and Xie, [2002]; Ballentine et al., [2002]). Never-
theless our constraints on mantle dynamics are rather indi-
rect [Davies, 1999; Bunge et al., 2002].

The advent of high performance computing has led to major
advances in the modeling of the dynamics of the mantle. Con-
vection calculations can now be run with sufficient spatial
resolution to approximate the necessary mantle flow conditions
see, e.g., Bunge et al., [2002]. Plate-like features can be gen-
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erated as the models evolve and coupling to geochemical
transport is possible in, at least, 2-D models [Tackley and Xie,
2002]. However, a major complication is that the results of
the complicated mantle convection calculations are strongly
dependent on the assumed initial state. Thus it is not possible
to expect to explain present-day mantle heterogeneity by run-
ning even a perfect mantle convection code forward in time
[Bunge et al., 2002]. A partial solution is to work with ‘data
assimilation’ techniques in which the convection scheme is
integrated over the period (∼120 Ma) for which past sub-
duction can be effectively extrapolated, and the configura-
tion of subducted plates can be used to constrain the convection
patterns. This approach helps to provide constraints on the
radial distribution of mantle viscosity, but the heterogeneity
in the deepest mantle is still sensitive to the initial conditions
[Bunge et al., 2002]. The heterogeneity patterns from seis-
mic imaging provide the main constraints on mantle flow
models, and there is some promise that back-projection in
time can help to resolve the problems of defining suitable ini-
tial conditions.

Developments in Seismic Imaging

The early success of seismic tomography came from the
striking images of large scale 3-D structure and, later, of the
details of subduction zones. The interpretation of such images
is based firmly on the variations in seismic wavespeed. The
conventional color scheme for seismic images with blue-fast
and red-slow reflects an expected link to thermal processes,
but chemical heterogeneity couldalsoplaya significant role,
particularly in the regions with strong variability at the top
and bottom of the mantle.

Results for a single wavespeed are not sufficient to indi-
cate the nature of the observed anomalies. Recent develop-
ments in seismic imaging are therefore moving towards ways
of extracting multiple images in which different aspects of
the physical system are isolated. This may be from P and S
images (preferably from common data sources) or via the use
of the bulk modulus, shear modulus and density. Such multi-
ple images of mantle structure encourage an interpretation in
terms of processes and mineral physics parameters, since the
relative variation of the different parameters adds additional
information to the spatial patterns.

In principle, we can derive a significant increase in under-
standing of heterogeneity if we can use both P and S infor-
mation. The P wavespeed α depends on both the bulk modulus
κ and the shear modulus µ as

(1)

where ρ is the density. We can thus isolate the dependence

on the shear modulus µ and the bulk modulus κ, by working
with the S wavespeed

(2)

and the bulk-sound speed φ derived from both the P wavespeed
α and the S wavespeed β

(3)

which isolates the bulk modulus κ. This style of parameteri-
zation has been employed by Su and Dziewonski [1997], Ken-
nett et al. [1998] and Masters et al. [2000]. The variation of
the three wavespeeds are indicated in Figure 3 for the refer-
ence model of Kennett et al. [1995] designed for travel time
studies.

An unfortunate complication in the combined use of P and
S information comes from the uneven geographic distribu-
tion of data. Whereas S wave data are available from globe cir-
cling paths; P wave information, dominantly from travel times,
is dictated by the location of seismic sources and receivers. A
number of recent studies, such as that of Masters et al. [2000],
use a wide variety of different data sets with the aim of pro-
viding sampling of the mantle in many ways, so that the final
images should be more reliable. There is some component of
P wave information in long period waveform data but this
does not provide strong constraints on mantle structure. It
therefore remains difficult to compare full global coverage
from S with information derived from P waves with a much
more limited geographic coverage [Su and Dziewonski, 1997;

2 2 1 2 1 24
3[ ] [ ]φ α β κ ρ/ /= − = / ,

1 2[ ]β µ ρ /= / ,

1 24
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Figure 3. Variation of the P wavespeed α, S wavespeed β and bulk-
sound speed φ with depth in the mantle for the reference model AK1315,
Kennett et al. [1995], together with the 18 layer parameterization used
in the global tomography studies illustrated in this paper. 



Masters et al., 2000]. Antolik et al. [2003] endeavor to improve
P coverage by incorporating PP-P differential times from
long-period records, as well as waveforms for different fre-
quency bands. However, their model J362D28 for the 3-D
variations in P and S wavespeed, obtained from joint inversion,
does not achieve the same level of resolution for the two
wavetypes, because of the strong path influence from the P
travel times.

An alternative approach is to restrict attention to paths for
which both P and S information is available; the consequence
is that sampling of the mantle is reduced, but the reliability of
the images is high and direct assessment can be made of the
relative behavior of either P and S wavespeed variations, or the
variations in bulk-sound speed and shear wavespeed [Ken-
nett et al., 1998; Widiyantoro et al., 1999; Saltzer et al., 2001;
Gorbatov and Kennett, 2003; Kennett and Gorbatov, 2004].

The images of seismic structure presented in this paper are
derived from joint inversions of P and S arrival-time data, with
light damping and a broad residual range designed to capture
strong features in the uppermost and lowermost mantle. The
global results are taken from the model of Kennett and Gor-
batov [2004] with 2° × 2° cells and 18 layers through the man-
tle, as illustrated in Figure 3. The regional results for the western
Pacific are taken from the models of Gorbatov and Kennett
[2003] which employ a 19 layer model to 1500 km depth with
1° × 1° cells for the region of interest embedded in a global
model with 5° × 5° cells. In each case a linearized inversion is
first performed for P and S separately, and then a joint inver-
sion for φ and β is undertaken with 3-D ray tracing. The use of
the restricted P and S data means that the data ray coverage is
limited below 2500 km, and that in consequence lowermost
mantle features are only weakly represented.

In the figures below, taken from the global model, we con-
centrate on the hemisphere covering Asia to Australia, since
this has the best coverage of the joint P and S observations. The
reporting pattern for the Americas is much less uniform and
it is more difficult to separate the influences of variations in
wavespeed properties and sampling.

WAVESPEED VARIATIONS AND HETEROGENEITY
REGIMES

The use of bulk-sound and shear wavespeeds as proxies for
the bulk modulus and shear modulus provides a link to labo-
ratory experiments and ab initio calculations, but highlights
the limitations imposed by our relatively weak knowledge of
the variations in density within the Earth. When we work with
the bulk-sound speed we are closer to experimental informa-
tionthanwhen P wavespeed is employed, since diamondanvil
work provides direct constraints on the properties of the bulk
modulus (see, e.g., Jackson and Ridgen, [1996]; Liebermann,

[2000]). By contrast, our knowledge of the properties of the
shear modulus at high pressures is very limited, although
measurements have begun [Sikelnikov et al., 1998]. For con-
ditions at the base of the mantle, various styles of ab initio cal-
culations can be attempted for mineral assemblages, but the
thermal properties represent a challenge to computational
techniques (see, e.g., Stixrude, [2000]; Brodholt et al., [2002]).
Comparisons between mineral physics results and seismo-
logical models need to take account of anelastic effects [Karato
and Karki, 2001], and these will be strongly temperature
dependent.

The variations of the bulk-sound and shear wavespeeds due
to changes in, e.g., temperature and composition, can be
expressed in terms of contributions from the elastic moduli and
density

(4)

and will be equal for variations in density alone. The influence
of temperature on the moduli κ and µ would be expected to be
similar, with a decrease associated with increasing tempera-
ture that would be more pronounced for the shear modulus
µ (see, e.g., Brodholt et al., [2002]). The relative behavior of
the two wavespeeds depends on the balance of the variations
of the moduli and density. If

(5)

then δφ⁄φ would be negative and δβ/β would be positive. Such
a weak anti-correlation appears through much of the lower
mantle in the model of Masters et al. [2000].

When the bulk-sound speed and shear wavespeed varia-
tions are large and anti-correlated we need to seek the influ-
ence of factors other than temperature, such as chemical
heterogeneity or, at shallow depths, the presence of volatiles
to lower shear wavespeed. Even where we are not able to
assign a likely cause, the relative variations of bulk-sound
speed and shear wavespeeds provide a means of characteriz-
ing different heterogeneity regimes.

The ratio of wavespeed deviations from a reference model
can be used to link to mineral physics results [e.g., Masters et
al., 2000; Karato and Karki, 2001]. For example, the large
slow anomalies for S at the base of the mantle (e.g., under
the mid-Pacific) do not have a corresponding expression in P.
The resulting heterogeneity ratios fall outside the domain for
purely thermal contributions, suggesting a significant com-
ponent of chemical heterogeneity.

Figure 4 displays a cross-section through the global bulk-
sound and shear wavespeed model that passes through a range
of different mantle features. We see the concentration of het-
erogeneity near the surface, but also the presence of notable

δκ δρ δµ
κ ρ µ

< < ,
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2 2
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fast wavespeed zones penetrating into the mantle. The sec-
tion cuts through the northern part of South America and
passes obliquely through the high shear wavespeed zone which
has been associated with past Farallon plate subduction [e.g.,
Grand et al., 1997]. Even more distinct is the Andaman exten-
sion of the Indonesian subduction zone that is inferred to
extend to about 900 km depth. There is an apparent weak con-
nection to a further pronounced shear-wave anomaly in the
mid-mantle which is likely to have been produced by sub-
duction at the northern margin of the Tethys Ocean (cf. Fig-
ure 8). Note that neither of the subduction zone features have
any significant expression in bulk-sound speed that suggests
the influence of factors other than just thermal effects.

At the top of the figure, the prominent low-velocity zone for
S reaches the surface at the Afar region. This zone appears to
have a weak connection to a deep zone of lowered wavespeed
beneath central Africa. Such an inclined link is consistent
with a number of recent studies [e.g., Ritsema et al, 1999]. Pos-
sible upwelling from the core-mantle boundary can also be
seen beneath the western Pacific. The blank zone in the east-
ern Pacific is a reflection of the limitations of the arrival-time
dataset. Structure cannot be imaged unless crossing ray paths
traverse the region.

The use of the common source-receiver pairs for both P
and S has proved to be particularly effective for subduction
related features, where we are striving to image structures
which are faster than their surroundings and which contain
themselves many seismic events in the upper mantle.

Regions of lowered seismic wavespeed, which are likely to
be hot and thus sources of upwelling, form an important com-
ponent of the geodynamic system [Ritsema and Allen, 2003].
However, these features are not well sampled by our restricted
data set, yet some significant zones of lowered shear wavespeed
can be captured (Figure 4). Recent advances in finite-fre-
quency tomography [Noletetal., 2003] offer the potential for
markedly improved imaging of low wavespeed features using
travel times measured from longperiod records. An alternative
approach, which examines different physical properties, is to
undertake attenuation tomography [Romanowicz, 1995] in
which upwelling material can be identified by its higher atten-
uation (lowered Q).

UPPERMOST MANTLE

For the main shield regions, e.g. Australia, there is a strong
shear wavespeed anomaly (up to 6% or more) down to about
250 km accompanied by a somewhat weaker bulk-sound
speed signature (Figure 5). In contrast, the major orogenic
belts from southern Europe to Iran (and also western N.
America) show rather slow S wavespeeds, accompanied by
fast bulk-sound speeds. A similar behavior is evident for the
Red Sea and E. African rifts. The anti-correlation of bulk-
sound and shear wavespeed is pronounced, a large compo-
nent can be thermal because of the very strong reduction of
the shear modulus as the solidus is reached, but volatiles
may also be significant.
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Figure 4. Cross-section through the variation of bulk-sound speed δφ/φ and shear wavespeed δβ/β relative to the AK135
reference model, crossing the mantle feature beneath S. America associated with the Farallon slab, the Andaman slab and
the Afar hotspot.



In eastern Asia we infer some portions of subducted slab, e.g.
the Ryukyu arc, standing out very clearly by their high shear
wavespeeds from the lower background; these also have some
expression in bulk-sound speed. The variations in the bulk-
sound speed signature along the Indonesian arc, which are
clearly visible in Figure 5, correlate with the age of the slab as
it enters the subduction zone. Older slab material (> 85 Ma) has
a stronger shear wavespeed signature relative to bulk-sound
speed than younger material [Gorbatov and Kennett, 2003].

A distinct lowered S wavespeed anomaly occurs in north-
western India, with a modest bulk-sound expression. This fea-
ture was noted by Kennett and Widiyantoro [1999] from P
wave tomography, and corresponds to the region where the
volcanism of the Deccan traps originated at about 63 Ma,
probably due to plume breakthrough. A somewhat weaker S
wavespeed anomaly can be recognised in southeastern Aus-
tralia associated with hotspot volcanism over the Neogene.

SUBDUCTION

Seismic images of fast wavespeed in subduction zones have
become quite familiar in recent years [e.g., van der Hilst et al.,
1991]. These images derived from inversion of the times of pas-
sage of P waves have helped us to get a picture of the way in
which the former ocean lithosphere descends into and inter-
acts with the mantle.

As the subduction zones begins to interact with the 660 km
discontinuity, a range of behavior is found. The results of
Fukao et al. [1992], and subsequent workers, using P wave

tomography have demonstrated the presence of stagnant slabs
remaining in the transition zone, as in the Izu-Bonin region
south of Japan. Only slightly further to the south in the same
subduction system in the Marianas, the slab is nearly vertical
and appears to penetrate well into the lower mantle.

Some regions such as Izu-Bonin and Tonga, where there
has been trench retreat [e.g., van der Hilst and Seno, 1993; van
der Hilst, 1995], show indications of slab material in the tran-
sition zone. However, in many cases a signif icant fast
wavespeed anomaly occurs in the top of the lower mantle
beneath the subduction zone, suggesting ponding of former
slab material [Fukao et al. 1992], as originally proposed by
Ringwood [1991].

Insight into the nature of the subduction process can be
obtained by exploiting the times of passage of both S and P
waves to generate two complementary images. Widiyantoro et
al. [1999] used P and S arrival time data with common
source/station pairs to conduct separate P and S inversions
for structure in the northwest Pacific along the line of sec-
tion displayed in Figure 6. A cross-section through the model
crossing the Ryukyu and Izu-Bonin arcs is shown in Figure 
7(a). Clear slab images are found for both P and S,but the
slab material lying on top of the 660 km discontinuity has a
different character in the P and S images, with a stronger P
anomaly. This suggests a difference in the physical proper-
ties of this stagnant segment.

Gorbatov and Kennett [2003] have undertaken a system-
atic study of western Pacific subduction zones with joint
inversion for bulk-sound speed and shear wavespeed incor-50 
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Figure 5. Variation of bulk-sound speed δφ/φ and shear wavespeed δβ/β relative to the AK135 reference model for the layer
from 100–200 km depth. 



porating a non-linear inversion with an allowance for 3-D ray
tracing. Figure 7(b) shows results for the same line of sec-
tion as Figure 7(a), but now with the joint inversion. The inclu-
sion of 3-D ray tracing provides a sharper image of the slabs.
We also see a very clear contrast between the bulksound speed
and shear wavespeed variations. Almost all the P wave sig-
nature down to 500 km is controlled by the variations in the
shear modulus. There is little sign of the slabs in the bulk-
sound image, except for the stagnant portion in the transition
zone where it is the dominant component.

The results from global joint inversion of P and S arrival time
data confirm that stagnant portions of the slab in the transi-
tion zone systematically have a stronger signature in bulk-
sound speed than in shear wavespeed. Lower contrasts in
rigidity are found in Izu-Bonin, the Philippines and Tonga
where stagnant slabs are reported, but not in the Kuriles, Mar-
ianas and the Indonesian Arc where the slab penetrates into the
lower mantle.

The study of Gorbatov and Kennett [2003] for the western
Pacific subduction zones indicates a varying balance between
bulk-sound speed and shear wavespeed behavior in different
subduction zones. These differences in physical properties
indicate there are still many puzzles to resolve as to the nature
of the subduction process. There is a strong correlation of the
slab properties in the uppermost mantle with the age of the sub-
ducted crust at the subduction zone. For crust older than 85 Ma,
shear wavespeed anomalies dominate, whereas for younger
crust the bulk-sound speed is most prominent. As noted above,
the variations are clearly seen along the Indonesian arc in Fig-
ure 5; the bulk-sound anomaly changes from negative to pos-
itive at the point where younger sea floor enters the trench.
Similar behavior also occurs along the South American sub-
duction zone in northern Peru where a limited segment of

older crust is being subducted. The bulk-sound anomaly
switches to negative for this portion, with positive values on
either side for the younger subduction. The age break comes
at about the point where oceanic lithosphere is expected to
achieve thermal maturity, but a physical mechanism still needs
to be sought for the change in the material properties.

LOWER MANTLE

Gu et al. [2001] present evidence for a major rearrange-
ment of the long wavelength features of the shear wavespeed
distribution across the 660 km discontinuity. The changes in
the short wavelength components are distinct but more sub-
tle. We have already noted the accumulation of large positive
anomalies in shear wavespeed down about 1100 km at the
top of the lower mantle associated with past subduction. A
number of observations have been made of seismic ’discon-
tinuities’ in the interval from 950 km to 1100 km in the regions
of these high wavespeed zones (see, e.g., Niu and Kawakatsu,
[1997]) and the locations of these S to P conversions appear
to mark the base of the anomalies. The lower boundary of the
slab accumulation zones might be related to a local maxi-
mum in mantle viscosity [cf. Forte et al., 2002] which impedes
downward progress of slab material, with either thermal assim-
ilation in place or penetration to depth after significant delay
[Fukao et al., 2001].

Only in a few places are there clear indications of slab-like
behavior extending below 1300 km depth (see, e.g., Grand
et al., [1997]), most notably in southern Asia and beneath the
Americas. These two features has been linked to subduction
in the past 80 Ma at the northern edge of the Tethys Ocean and
of the now-extinct Farallon plate beneath the Americas [Lith-
gow-Bertelloni and Richards, 2000].

The heterogeneity regime in the mid-mantle is illustrated in
Figure 8 with the variations in bulk-sound speed and shear
wavespeed near 1100 km depth from the model of Kennett
and Gorbatov (2004). The striking fast shear anomalies extend-
ing from Iran to Indonesia are almost absent in the bulk-sound
image. This means that the ‘Tethyan’ anomalies imaged by P
wave inversions [e.g., van der Hilst et al., 1997; Bijwaard et
al., 1998; Karâson and van der Hilst, 2000] are controlled
by shear variations. Away from the major features, the two
wavespeeds show comparable levels of variability on inter-
mediate scales, with a weak anti-correlation in the patterns
that is compatible with minor thermal fluctuations.

The relatively narrow, slab-like structures in southern Asia
and the Americas become less coherent with depth and appear
in places to link with drip-like features in the lowermost man-
tle. Cross-sections of these structures can tend to be mis-
leading because of the influence of oblique cuts. Indeed, it is
difficult to follow the behavior in 3-D because of the various
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Figure 6. Line of cross-sections across the Ryukyu and IzuBonin
arcs. south of Japan, displayed in fig 7. The triangles indicate vol-
canoes and earthquakes are shown by circles with white infill.



factors that can influence the amplitudes of the imaged
wavespeed variations. Unfortunately, limited ray path cover-
age reduces the apparent amplitudes, particularly for the joint
inversions near the core-mantle boundary.

The character of the heterogeneity patterns in the mantle
changes with depth, notably below 2000 km. In the interval
around 2100 km, illustrated in Figure 9, the bulk-sound speed
variations are subdued, which is consistent with the results of
Robertson and Woodhouse [1996] and Kennett et al. [1998].
There is, however, significant variation in S wavespeed with
striking anomalies, especially in Asia, with a very different
pattern from that seen at 1100 km depth. Some aspects of the
pattern appear to have links to past subduction, e.g., the feature
now beneath Australia that extends down from 1800 km depth.
This location corresponds to a confluence of multiple sub-
duction episodes along the margin of the Panthalassian Ocean
in the interval from 400 to 150 Ma (see, e.g., Collins, [2003]).

It would appear that some fragments of former plates may
survive well beyond the time frame expected from simple

thermal assimilation arguments. This survival may well be
linked with variations in the physical and chemical proper-
ties of the subducted material, [Kennett and Gorbatov, 2004];
the material entering current subduction zones show complex
patterns of structures arising from, e.g., seamounts and other
features. Albaréde and van der Hilst [2002] have suggested that
the presence of oceanic plateau material could enhance plate
sinking in the lower mantle and hence encourage descent to
the lowermost mantle.

The character of the heterogeneity regime in the mantle
undergoes further change as the core-mantle boundary is
approached. The amplitude of bulk-sound variation which
is very low as we have seen near 2100 km increases with
depth, and the pattern of variation increasingly becomes
uncorrelated with shear wavespeed. The amplitude of the
shear heterogeneity also increases rapidly with depth [Mas-
ters et al., 2002]. Just above the core-mantle boundary, in
the D″ zone, a wide range of different pieces of information
indicates the presence of extensive but variable hetero-55
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Figure 7. Cross-sections along the profile across the Ryukyu and Izu-Bonin arcs shown in fig 6: (a) variations of P and
S wavespeed from inversions for paths with common source and receiver pairs for P and S phases (Widiyantoro et al,
1999.) (b) Variations of bulk-sound speed and shear wavespeed from a joint inversion with incorporation of 3-D ray trac-
ing (Gorbatov and Kennett, 2003). In each case the variations are shown relative to the AK135 reference model. The 410
and 660 km discontinuities and the depth of the sector are indicated for each section. 



geneity including variable seismic anisotropy and narrow
zones with very low seismic wavespeeds (see, e.g., Lay and
Garnero, [2004], this volume).

A striking feature of the bulk-sound speed and shear
wavespeed distributions at the base of the mantle is the dis-
cordance in the patterns of variation [Masters et al., 2000].
Such behavior is not compatible with a simple thermal origin
and suggests the presence of widespread chemical hetero-
geneity. Such a class of heterogeneity would fit quite well
with the geochemical information derived from ocean island
basalts, which are thought to include plume components raised
from the base of the mantle.

DISCUSSION

A variety of lines of evidence including the correlation
properties of tomographic images, density distributions
compatible with the earth’s free oscillations [Kennett, 1998],
and the variation in the ratio between bulk-sound speed and
shear wavespeed variations, suggest that we need to con-
sider three major zones in the lower mantle [cf. van der
Hilst and Karâson, 1999]. The uppermost zone reflects a
continuation of the transitions in radial mantle structure
and extends to around 1100 km with an ill-defined lower
boundary. The main structures in tomographic images reach
only a little deeper suggesting some barrier to penetration.
There seems to be little organized structure in the mid-man-
tle away from localized slab-like features (but this could
be a function of our current probes).

The correlation properties of the bulk-sound and shear
wavespeed models, (see Appendix), suggest that it is inap-
propriate to just segregate the zone above 660 km (which rep-
resents about 30% of the mass of the mantle). A more sensible
division occurs near 1200 km depth corresponding closely to
50% of the mantle mass.

At the base of the mantle below 2100 km there is a distinct
change in the heterogeneity regime with an increase in the
amplitude of 3-D variation and divergence in the variations in
bulk-sound and shear wavespeed. The change in the nature
of the heterogeneity is most likely associated with a change in
the dynamical regime in the deep mantle. Kellogg et al. [1999]
attempted to reconcile the range of observations with a model
that includes a compositionally distinct zone in the lower part
of the mantle containing chemically enriched material. The
intrinsically greater density (about 4%) of the lower zone is
very nearly balanced by buoyancy due it to being hotter than
the mantle above. A characteristic of the model is that the
boundary is dynamic and irregular allowing for the forma-
tion of mega-plumes. However, no evidence for a global mid-
mantle interface has been found in seismological studies
[Albaréde and van der Hilst, 2002].

Our picture of the mantle continues to evolve as the qual-
ity of imaging improves and more integrated interpretation
of the many different lines of evidence about the internal
structure becomes possible. However, we definitely need
improved constraints on 3-D variations in density and vis-
cosity to provide critical input into simulations of mantle
behavior.
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Figure 8. Variation of bulk-sound speed δφ/φ and shear wavespeed δβ/β relative to the AK135 reference model for the layer
from 1000–1200 km depth.



It is clear that the whole mantle is a dynamic system dom-
inated by thermal influences. In some sense the whole man-
tle must convect, even though at some stages in Earth history
quasi-stratification may develop. The picture of the mantle
derived from high-resolution joint tomography is complex
(see Figure 4), but has distinct resemblances to the configu-
ration of geodynamic modeling in a whole mantle model with
temperature dependent viscosity with long term mixing. 

Even high-resolution seismic tomography can only resolve
features in the mantle on scales of the order of 100 km or
more, since there has to be sufficient volume to produce an
observable change in the passage times of seismic waves.
Smaller scale features are not seen, yet are in evidence from
scattering studies [e.g., Helffrich, 2002]. It is likely that the
entire mantle comprises a melange of features on a very broad
range of scales, with the large-scale ordering reflected in
global seismic tomography using long-period waves (cf. Fig-
ure 2). The resulting picture of mantle structure has some
resemblances to the statistical upper mantle assemblage
(SUMA) proposed on geochemical grounds by Meibom and
Anderson [2004]. In this model, the concept of distinct geo-
chemical reservoirs is replaced by multiple sampling of het-
erogeneous structure, with partial melting and blending of
magmas to produce different geochemical components. How-
ever, the geophysical evidence would not confine the sto-
chastic heterogeneity to the upper mantle.

The changes in the organization of mantle heterogeneity
near 1200 km and 2100 km may well prove to have some link

to the issues of the location of chemical reservoirs. Indeed it
is likely that the short wavelength components of seismic
structure are more relevant to geochemical signatures than
the long wavelengths. The extraction of melt is a surface not
a volume process, and the physical recycling of material
becomes a balance between the buoyancy and thermal equi-
libration of different components.

APPENDIX—RADIAL CORRELATION PROPERTIES
OF TOMOGRAPHIC MODELS

One of the ways in which we can investigate the geody-
namic implications of the snapshots of structure provided by
tomographic imaging is through the correlation properties of
the model as in Figure 10. In this figure each entry in a matrix
represents the weighted correlation of the wavespeed speed
structure between different layers in the bulk-sound speed or
shear wavespeed models, or between the two wavespeeds in
the cross-wavespeed function. The amplitudes of the
wavespeed variations are weighted by the sampling, to place
most reliance on well resolved features of the model. The
diagonal entries for the bulk-sound or shear-wave speed rep-
resent the full correlation for a layer with itself, and the bands
of significant correlation extending away from the diagonal
show where the structure across a group of layers has similar
properties. The weighted cross-correlation between the bulk-
sound speed and shear wavespeed is generally small with a ten-
dency to anti-correlation.
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Figure 9. Variation of bulk-sound speed δφ/φ and shear wavespeed δβ/β relative to the AK135 reference model for the layer
from  2000–2200 km depth. 



When we look at the patterns of the correlation properties
we see a tendency for there to be blocks of entries with a
close relation to each other. To guide the interpretation of
these results the divisions corresponding to the 660 km dis-
continuity, 1200 km and 2200 km depth are superimposed on
each correlation matrix. These guidelines correspond quite
well to changes in the correlation properties of the wavespeed
variations, but we might wish to shift to the boundary of
layer 13 (i.e. 2000 km depth) rather than layer 14 (2200 km). 

However, we see that it is difficult to separate the seg-
ment above 660 km from that down to 1200 km except
through the weak anti-correlation between the bulk-sound and
shear wavespeeds. From the perspective of the tomographic
results we should be thinking of the region to at least 1000
km depth as representing the transition zone into the lower
mantle. There is again a change in the organization of the

cross-wavespeed correlation below 2200 km, but we need to
recognize that ray coverage is diminishing strongly near the
core-mantle boundary so that the correlations are for a rather
restricted global coverage.

Nevertheless, the results suggest that the dominant character
of the mantle which needs to be captured in geodynamic sim-
ulations comprises three segments of approximately 1000 km
each in depth and that the major phase boundary near 660 km
depth does not mark a distinct limit to the geophysical state.
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Figure 10. Radial correlation functions between the variations in wavespeed for the layers of the joint tomographic model
(bulk-sound speed φ and shear wavespeed β) and the cross-wavespeed function (φ/β). Positive correlation is indicated by
grey tone, with deeper tones for stronger correlation; negative correlation is indicated by patterning. 
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